An ambitious international aviation policy

EXTERNAL AVIATION AGREEMENTS

ARMENIA

Facts

• Partner country of the EU in the Eastern Partnership Initiative.
• Population of 3 milion.

International aviation agreements not only improve market access, but also provide new business opportunities for European companies and ensure fair and transparent market conditions based on a clear regulatory framework. This agreement will also provide more connections and better prices for passengers. Global connectivity is a driver of trade and tourism, and directly contributes to economic growth and job creation.

Armenia has expressed a keen interest in a Common Aviation Area Agreement with the EU. The agreement would complement the Common Aviation Area which the EU is developing with neighbouring countries. The negotiations have been concluded and the text was initialled at the European Partnership Summit on 24 November 2017.

ECONOMIC BENEFITS

Up to € 16 m
during the first 5 years of the agreement*

Up to 87 000 additional passengers
between the EU and Armenia
during the 5 years of the agreement*

* The figures presented are estimates. Economic benefits include consumer surplus (lower fares), social impacts (increased employment), tourism or time savings through more direct routings (connectivity).